ALUMINUM - OUTSWING

System Letter: A
Location: B
Date: C

HEADER, FRAME LOCATION, TRIM AND CEILING DETAILS PER ARCHITECT
SECONDARY FIXING LOCATION

FLOWER ROUGH OPENING
FRAME HEIGHT
FRAME ROUGH OPENING

FRAME PANEL HEIGHT

EXTERIOR
INTERIOR

SWING DIRECTION

FINISHED FLOOR
SUB FLOOR
CLEAR OPENING
SCREEN ROUGH OPENING
NET SCREEN HEIGHT
SCREEN ROUGH OPENING

1/2" [13]
1 1/16" [27]
2 1/4" [56]
3 3/8" [87]
5 5/8" [143]
7 3/8" [188]
2 3/8" [61]
3 9/16" [90]
5 5/8" [143]
9 3/16" [233]
3/4" [19]
ALLOW FOR INSTALL AND 1/8" UPWARD CROWN IN DOOR HEAD SECTION

FOLDING | RAMP SILL | NON PLEATED